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Why have doubtful theories such as the special theory of relativity (SRT) withstood criticism for over 100 

years?   This paper concludes that SRT and the biggest fallacies in physics began to emerge the moment elemen-
tary particles were attributed electric charge e const .  It further discusses the issue of so-called electromagnet-

ic mass.  In order to defeat relativism, we need a new theory of electromagnetic phenomena based on a more 
fundamental idea of electricity and magnetism, and the reason for interactions between elementary particles. 
Central to this theory is the concept of average charge e const .  This paper will show that in the case of the 

Kauffman experiment, mass remains constant, so that changing speed does not change mass, but rather the 
force which the electric and magnetic fields apply to elementary particles. This contradicts one of the most basic 
tenets of SRT. 

 

1. Introduction 

Probably most of those attending the conference have repeat-
edly asked themselves: Why has a controversial theory like Spe-
cial Relativity Theory (SRT) become so fundamental to modern 
physics? It is hard to explain this phenomenon. We believe that 
the attraction of SRT can be explained, since it serves as a con-
venient screen, behind which the founders of modern physics 
may hide their own ignorance. In fact, complete havoc occurred 
in physics following the rejection of the traditional principles. 
New ideas were introduced, like the unity of space and time, the 
equivalence of mass and energy, particle-wave dualism, etc. 
Elementary particles were assigned dozens of features (electrical 
charge, baryon charge, etc.)  In this way, the relativists easily 
adjusted themselves to a number of experimental findings and 
interpreted them to their liking, even resorting to distorting the 
interpretations given by the experimenters themselves. So the 
illusion was created that SRT possesses heuristic power. For ex-
ample, in order to explain the results of Kaufmann experiment 
[1] (on the observed change of the charge to mass ratio e m  with 

the velocity) and also of Michelson-Morley experiment, they in-
troduced the notion of relativistic mass and Lorentz transforma-
tions.  On the other hand, after developing the formula of relativ-
istic mass into a series, [2] they arrived at the famous formula for 

equivalence between mass and energy, 2E mc . This lucky coin-
cidence of the law of the charge to mass ratio e m , the Lorentz 

transformation, and the equation 2E mc  played a decisive role 
in introducing the relativity principle. In fact, the explanation of 
these experimental facts has become “the strongest” feature of 
SRT and modern physics. Therefore, it is appropriate to ask the 
following question: What exactly is changed when an electron 
moves in electromagnetic field? Without answering that ques-
tion, it is not possible to make any conclusions about which pa-
rameters vary and for what reason. Maybe it is not the mass of 
the electron that changes, but the force exerted by the electro-
magnetic field upon it. 

Therefore, the issue of the interpretation of Kaufmann ex-
periment must be put firmly. The illusion that there is physical 
relation between those experimental facts must be dispelled. It 
should be demonstrated that during the motion of elementary 

particles in an electric or magnetic field, the mass remains con-
stant, and when its velocity changes, the related change is one of 
force acting upon the particle and not one of its mass. 

2. Our Point of View 

As mentioned in our open letter, [3] the misconceptions of 
modern theoretical physics are closely related to the unsatisfac-
tory answers to the following three major questions: 

1. What is an electrical charge? 
2. What is the nature of electromagnetic waves? 
3. What is the physical reason nuclear forces occur? 

We are convinced that the answers to these questions should 
and will be given within the framework of a new interactions 
theory. It would be appropriate to give it the name “kinetic the-
ory of interactions”. It would mean that all interactions in nature 
must be explained only on basis of the movements of elementary 
particles, i.e. electricity and magnetism, the reason nuclear forces 
occur. All must be explained only by the motion and impact of 
elementary particles.  And for this purpose, elementary particles 
must be associated only with their bodily features (mass, form, 
size and energy according to the principle of uniform allocation 
of energy between the degrees of freedom). 

3. New Theory of Electricity and Magnetism 

The crucial misconceptions in physics can be traced back to 
the moment elementary particles were assigned an electrical 
charge e const  and a so-called electromagnetic mass. Hence, in 
order to defeat relativism and return physics back to its normal 
classical track first of all we need a new, more fundamental the-
ory of the electromagnetic phenomena. We present such a theory, 
based on the following two hypotheses [4, 5]: 

1. A model of gaseous mechanical ether 
2. Elementary particles featuring oscillatory degrees of free-

dom, so that on oscillation they emit waves which propa-
gate into the surrounding ether. This is the reason they in-
teract and possess electrical charge. 

The interaction mechanism is quite simple. It can be demon-
strated using two tuning forks. When we strike one of the forks 
(an exciter), soon after that the second fork (resonator) will begin 
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to sound also. This is the phenomenon of acoustic resonance. At 
this both forks exchange energy and the exchange process is ac-
companied by the origination of mechanical forces. 

This theory is based on the solid experimental and theoretical 
research made by Bjorkness and Lebedev. [6] They established 
that the force of interaction between two still oscillators depends 
on the amplitude of oscillation, the ratio of the two frequencies, 
and the distance between them. We further develop the Bjork-
ness and Lebedev theory for the case of moving oscillators [4, 7]. 
In this case, taking into account that atoms, molecules and ele-
mentary particles are always in continuous motion and taking 
into account the Doppler Effect, it is clear that there will always 
be a difference between the frequency emitted by the exciting 
fork and the frequency of the resonating fork, even when they 
have the same natural oscillations. Consequently, the ratio of the 
two frequencies b a of the exciter fork and resonating fork is re-

lated to the velocities of the interacting particles. 
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where 0a and 0b  are the natural frequencies of the exciter and 

resonator at rest, and s is the parameter of relative motion of the 
exciter and resonator introduced to account for the Doppler fre-
quency shift 
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Here v c   and p p=v c  are the relative velocities of the ex-

citer and resonator, v  and pv  are their respective velocities in 

the moving medium, c is the speed of propagation of the oscilla-
tions in the medium and cos  and cos   are the so called “re-
tarding” cosines. 
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Fig. 1.  The Doppler Effect at a limited waves propagation speed: 
At the moment the exciter is at point O, the “real” position, waves 
emitted in point O’, the “delay” position, reach the resonator in 
point P. 

In order to define the retarding cosines, consider Figure 1. 
Suppose the particle-exciter, moving through the medium with 
velocity v reached point O in moment t. In the same moment, the 
particle-resonator is at point P, at a distance r from the particle-
exciter, and moving with velocity vp. Now consider the triangle 
OPO . From the cosine rule it follows that radius r  obeys 

      22 2 2 cos 180r r v t t r v t t                   

where side ( )OO v t t   , and delay t t  is defined as the time 

needed for the waves to travel distance O P r  . I.e. it is required 
that  t t r c   . 

Taking into account that  cos 180 cos      and substitut-

ing t t  with its equal we come to the equation 

    2 2 2 21 2 cos 0v c r rv c r r       

having one positive root: 
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Further, it follows from the sine rule that the ratio 
sin sinr r    . Plugging this into (3) allows one to exclude r  

and  r  and calculate the angle 
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Next, if we take into account that 2cos 1 sin    and rear-
range the expression, we receive for the value of the retarding 
cosine: 
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In the general case, vector vp is not in the same plane as the vec-
tors v, r and r’, and therefore the calculation of retarding angle ’ 
is more complicated. However, in the particular case when it is 
within the same plane, the value of cos   will be 

 cos cos          . In this particular case the force of inter-

action between the two moving particles will be [4, 5, 7] 
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Here 0A and  denote respectively the amplitude and the damp-

ing coefficient of the oscillations of the exciter, and k is called 
interaction coefficient. For the case of particles of opposite nature 
(like proton-electron) [5, 7] it will equal 
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where  and  are constants ( 0= ,a     ),  and  are the 

damping coefficients of the exciter and resonator respectively, 
the parameter s is defined in (2), and  n=1,2,3,...N are positive 
integers. 

Particles of same nature (like electron-electron) have the same 
natural frequencies 0 0a b , and their damping coefficients are 

equal    . In this case b a s  and 1  . Therefore, after sub-

stitution of the relevant values in (5), we receive the following 
result for the interaction coefficient: 
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4. Coulomb’s Law 

Theoretically, the relation (4) seems to enable us to calculate 
the microscopic force of interaction between two elementary par-
ticles. However, this is not practically feasible, because it is not 
possible to know either the amplitude of oscillations of the ex-
citer 0A  or the parameter of the relative motions, which depends 

on the velocities and the directions of movement of the interact-
ing particles. Obviously both 0A  and s are also probabilistic 

quantities by nature. Hence, in order to calculate the force (4) it is 
necessary to resort to statistical methods. As already shown in [4, 
5], in the case of large number of particles (statistical ensemble) 
we can work with average values and can represent (4) in the 
form 
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where the current values of 0A  and k have been replaced with 

the average values avA  and kav. Doing this, we can assume 
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Taking into account the fact, that when the velocities are low 
(thermal velocities) the last terms of (7) and (8) are negligible, we 
can write 
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and we arrive at Coulomb’s Law. Of course, in the general case 
the law (9) is valid only then, when the interaction involves many 
particles.  However, there is one particular case when the interac-
tion takes place only between limited numbers of particles, but it 
is still valid. Probably this fact explains how the notion of the 
unit electrical charge e const  originated. For example, the law 
(9) is valid when a proton (one or few of them) interacts with an 
electron, and when they move in such manner that the distance 
between them remains constant (this is the case of interaction 
between the atomic nucleus and the electrons from the shell). 

5. What is the Nature of Electric Charge? 

Based on the above arguments, we are led to the conclusion 
that we must interpret the symbol e as the average interaction 
force between the elementary particles. The real question is 
whether it is reasonable to assign an electrical charge e const  to 
any elementary particle. We will give an example from statistical 
physics. There, in order to describe the state of any gas, certain 
characteristics as temperature, pressure, entropy, etc. are intro-
duced. However, this is not at all considered as a reason to assign 
the same parameters to any single gas molecule. Therefore, we 

claim that one of the gross misconceptions in physics stems from 
assigning electrical charge to elementary particles. In this way, 
the physical reasoning behind elementary particles interactions 
sunk into oblivion. 

It should be understood clearly, that there exists a prime dif-
ference in the way interaction forces change when the number of 
particles is limited and when a large number of them is involved. 
As we tend not to assign a temperature to a single molecule, in 
the same way we should not attempt to assign an electrical 
charge to a single elementary particle.  We maintain that the ex-
pression e const  has statistical meaning as an average value.  In 
the case of limited number of particles, the microscopic force (4) 
is subject to changes in magnitude as well as in direction, while 
in the case of large number of particles, the average interaction 
force (9) remains constant within wide range of velocities of the 
individual moving particles. Research shows that there is a com-
plete agreement of this finding with the experimental results [4, 
5]. When a large number of particles are involved in the interac-
tion, the force (9) will be repulsive, if the particles are of same 
nature, and attractive if they are of opposite nature. 

We must stress here that all laws of electromagnetism (the 
laws of Coulomb, Ampere, Biot-Savart and Faraday) were de-
rived from experiments involving large numbers of particles. 
Therefore, it is not correct to use those laws as justification for the 
assignment of electrical charge to a single elementary particle. 
This is true also for Maxwell theory of electromagnetism because 
it was built upon those laws and contains them. 

6. On the Kaufmann Experiment 

When electrons travel in a transverse magnetic or electric 
field, with some degree of approximation we can assume that 
angle 2  , so that by replacing sin 1   and  cos 0   in (8) 

we obtain 

 2
0 1 βe e   (10) 

In other words, when the electrons travel with large veloci-

ties, taking into account the impact of the term 21 β , the force 

2
0 1F Ee    exerted by the field upon the moving electrons  

will decrease. At this, if we replace e with its equal from (10) in 
the ratio e m , for m const  we would obtain the same result as, 

at e const  according to SRT, we would have, after replacing m  

with the relativistic mass 2
0 1m m   .  It appears that from 

a point of view of our theory it is possible to give classical expla-
nation of Kaufmann experiment on the change of the charge to 
mass ratio e m  with velocity, or this means that the law of con-

servation of mass remains valid!  The advantage of our theory is 
that in a natural and physically clear way (by defining the final 
velocity of wave propagation and accounting for the retarding 

location), we derived the expression 21 β , introduced artifi-

cially in SRT by the Lorentz transformations. 
It is interesting that for angle 2   the law (7) is reduced 

to 
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which is in compliance with Weber’s Law. 

7. Conclusion 

It is true that modern theoretical physics gives extensive 
grounds for criticism. However, instead of concentrating in the 
criticism, the proponents of relativism keep persisting and in-
venting ever newer theories and introducing new notions 
(quarks, dark matter, etc.). This creates even more confusion and 
results in waste of effort by the dissidents. It is natural for indi-
vidual experts to have different opinions. But keeping in mind 
that the relativism has rooted deeply in the minds of several gen-
erations, we need united efforts in order to defeat it. We consider 
that a revival in physics and unification of physics community 
can be pursued only from a common platform.  Understanding 
the nature of electrical charge and of electricity and magnetism 
may become such platform. Only in this way can the fallacy be 
exploded and one of the greatest dogmas of modern physics ex-
posed – namely that mass can change and mass and energy are 
equivalent. The question of electricity and magnetism is related 
as well to other important areas in physics as quantum mechan-
ics, the theory of elementary particles, the nature of electromag-
netic waves and others. 
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